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Abstract

Betrothal (*khīṭbah*) prior to marriage is considered a noble practice within Islamic tradition. However, among the Sade Muslim community, there are instances where betrothal is intentionally omitted and even opposed by the society. They practice the tradition of *merariq*, apparently abducting the bride without the prior consent of her family. Only afterward does the groom’s family approach the bride’s family to negotiate the marriage between them. This practice of ‘abducting’ prospective brides is not found in any Islamic teachings. This article aims to shed light on the motives behind the betrothal prohibition before the marriage contract (*akad nikah*) among the Sade Muslim community. This research involves fieldwork with ten key informants. The findings indicate that the prohibition of the betrothal process among the Muslim Sade is a longstanding cultural heritage within the society. This tradition is perceived as an emblem of the Sasak ethnic group, intentionally preserved amidst inevitable modernization.

Penelitian ini merupakan studi lapangan yang melibatkan sepuluh informan kunci sebagai sumber primer. Hasil penelitian menunjukkan bahwa praktik larangan bagi calon pengantin laki-laki untuk meminang gadis Muslim Sade merupakan manifestasi adat yang telah berlangsung lama. Tradisi ini merupakan ciri khas dari Suku Sasak. Kecenderungan masyarakat Sade melarang khiṭbah dan mempertahankan tradisi merariq bertujuan untuk menjaga identitas budaya adat mereka dari pengaruh modernisasi yang kian tak tertercegah.
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**Introduction**

The interaction between religious law and customary law in the practices of Muslim communities entails a complex relationship. On one hand, their interaction proceeds harmoniously, involving compromise and integration, integral aspects of Muslim

---
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community life. Those deviating from these laws face customary sanctions for potentially dishonoring the communal traditions. On the other hand, the dominance or superiority of religious law over customary law, and vice versa, implies the neglect of one at the expense of the other. This relationship is non-hierarchical and may give rise to new relationships and shifts in values within Indonesia’s pluralistic society. Such shifts are driven by religious conversions, social interactions, and migration to different locales.

One everyday practice among Indonesian Muslim communities that integrates religious and cultural values is the practice of ḥiḥbah or betrothal. This practice represents the efforts of prospective spouses to choose, understand, and familiarize themselves with each other’s behaviors before the marriage contract (akad nikah). Generally initiated by men to women, in certain regions with a matrilineal kinship system, women may undertake the ḥiḥbah. Despite originating from Islamic teachings, this practice is prohibited among the Sade Muslim community in Sade Hamlet. Local customary authorities forbid men from

6 Muhammad Khaliirrrahman, Efieendra Efieendra, and Dodon Afiander, “Sharia-Based Customs in Unregistered Marriage Rules (Case Study in Rambatan Village, West Sumatra),” Al-Istinbath: Jurnal Hukum Islam 7, no. 2 November (December 1, 2022): 579–96.
proposing to Sade Muslim girls, favoring the enduring tradition of *merariq* (the abduction of the prospective bride by the groom before marriage).  

Prior researchers have examined pre-marital customary practices, including *khiṭbah* and elopement (*kawin lari*). Studies analyzing *khiṭbah* tend to take a normative approach in line with the concept of *urf* (custom) in Islamic law. Meanwhile, studies on elopement for *khiṭbah* in marriage are often utilized by customary communities to express their freedom in choosing partners, avoid parental arranged marriages, ensnare potential partners (for men), and challenge patriarchal social norms supporting gender asymmetry (for women). This practice remains controversial within Muslim communities as it derives validity solely from customary norms, devoid of religious norms. Despite its conflict with Sharia, both men and women exploit this practice, contributing to the emergence of a polygamous culture in East Indonesian pesantren (Islamic boarding schools) communities. The Muslim community’s disregard for Islamic law in customary marriage practices is driven by the coexistence of culture and globalization, which has the potential to erode cultural identity. This article affirms these findings and argues that the Sade Customary community’s prohibition of *khiṭbah* within Islamic tradition, preserving the practice of elopement (*merariq*), is their effort to safeguard their cultural identity against modernization influences.

14 KS, Interview with Sasak Customary Figure and Head of Sade Hamlet, April 13, 2023.
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This article is a qualitative research study with a socio-legal approach. Fieldwork was conducted over five months, from December 2022 to April 2023, in Sade Hamlet, Lombok, Nusa Tenggara Barat, Indonesia. Primary sources for this research include ten key informants, comprising a prominent Sade Customary figure who also serves as the Head of Sade Hamlet (KS), a Secretary of Rembitan Hamlet (WH), three Muslim girls of Sade ethnicity (Y, SA, and A), four men of Sade Customary ethnicity (D, E, I, and H), and a Sade Customary figure in Praya (S). In-depth interviews were conducted with these ten key informants to gather data related to the practices and motivations behind the betrothal prohibition to Sade Muslim girls by the local customary community. To maintain the confidentiality of informants, we anonymized their identities. Additionally, secondary sources in this study include various archives, research findings, scholarly journals, books, and other academic works. The collected data were qualitatively analyzed using Emile Durkheim’s functionalism theory.  

Highlight of Religious and Social Structure of the Sade Muslim Community

Several Islamic sultanates entered Lombok in the 17th to 18th centuries, playing a crucial role in the spread of Islam in the region. One such sultanate is the Gowa Sultanate, which had significant influence in 17th-century Lombok. Traders from Gowa introduced Islamic principles and played a vital role in spreading the religion across the region. In the 19th century, Lombok became a battleground between the Lombok Sultanate and the Dutch. The prolonged conflict spanning decades brought significant changes to the island, especially in the realm of religion. During this period, the Dutch gained control of Lombok, implementing substantial transformations. However, Islam, particularly in Sade Hamlet, remained a crucial foundation for the Sasak people. Despite undergoing transformations with the advent of Islam, the Sasak community preserved certain aspects

23 Whitney Pope, “Durkheim as a Functionalist,” *The Sociological Quarterly* 16, no. 3 (June 1, 1975): 361–79.
of their native beliefs and customs, integrating them into a distinct Islamic pattern, which they continue to uphold.\(^{27}\) The introduction of Islam to the Malay-Indonesian world (Nusantara), especially Lombok, was propelled by Muslim traders and explorers.\(^{28}\)

The majority of the Sade community adheres to Islam.\(^{29}\) Before the arrival of Islam in the Lombok, the indigenous population predominantly practiced animism and dynamism.\(^{30}\) The Sade people held profound beliefs in the existence and importance of their ancestors, believing that the spirits of their forebears were present and influential in daily life. Engaging in various rituals and ceremonies, the Sade people paid homage to their ancestors, sought blessings, and addressed natural occurrences believed to be manifestations of spiritual entities.\(^{31}\) Over time, the Sade community underwent a transformation in their beliefs, ultimately embracing Islam. The Islamization of Sade Hamlet occurred gradually, facilitated by interactions with traders, adventurers, and scholars of the past.\(^{32}\) Despite being predominantly Muslim, the Sade community continues to uphold and maintain a communal structure known as bebanjar. Bebanjar is a form of reciprocal assistance in communal efforts such as celebrations (begawe), circumcisions (khitanan), and funeral ceremonies. These traditions are practiced and facilitated by various communal structures in Sade Hamlet.

Presently, the condition of Sade Hamlet has undergone minimal change. Viewing Sade Hamlet in relation to other villages, it can be asserted that Sade Hamlet has successfully preserved the authenticity of its traditions and culture within the Sasak cultural context. This is evident in the presence of various elements, including alang (lumbung), historical remnants such as traditional buildings like bale rumput tinggal (bale gunung rate), and the existence of berugak and cultural ritual ceremonies (ritual mole monte). These elements collectively contribute to the formation and preservation of the Sade community’s ethnic culture.


\(^{29}\) “Archive of Rembitan Village Profile Year 2023.”


\(^{32}\) KS, Interview with Sasak Customary Figure and Head of Sade Hamlet.
identity. To date, Sade Hamlet consistently attracts visitors, both local and international, making it a renowned tourist destination.33

**Betrothal Prohibition and the Tradition of *Merariq*: Safeguarding Cultural Identity**

The practice of prohibiting betrothal to Sade girls in Sade Hamlet represents a customary phenomenon deeply rooted in Sasak society. This practice prohibits a man from openly expressing his desire to marry a Sade woman. The prohibition applies to both members of the Sade community and individuals outside the Sade group. Violating this prohibition results in social consequences, such as exclusion from the community as a means of upholding norms. Despite the majority of the Sade community embracing Islam, the enforcement of this rule has been in place since 1907. This ritual persists to this day, indicating a cultural history that has been preserved over time despite the presence of Islam.34

Based on interviews with several informants, particularly Sade customary authorities who also serve as the head of Sade Hamlet and the secretary of Rembitan Hamlet, three motives behind the customary prohibition of betrothal to Sade girls were identified: preserving the distinctive characteristics of Sasak customary ethnicity, preventing indecency, and adherence to customary law. Although *khiṭbab* is a part of Islamic teachings, the Sade Muslim community prefers to uphold the tradition of *merariq* rather than practicing *khiṭbab*. Thus, Sade customary figures and the Sade Muslim community play a crucial role in preserving the cultural identity of their community, reflecting adaptation and preservation of traditions in the context of modernization.

*Preserving the Distinctiveness of the Sade Customary Community*

The implementation of the betrothal prohibition to Muslim Sade girls is viewed as a preventive measure aimed at preserving the characteristics of the Sade community during customary marriage practices.35 The Sade community exhibits its own distinctiveness in matrimonial customs, notably the tradition of *merariq*. This practice involves the clandestine

33 “Archive of Rembitan Village Profile Year 2023.”
34 KS, Interview with Sasak Customary Figure and Head of Sade Hamlet.
35 KS, Interview with Sasak Customary Figure and Head of Sade Hamlet.
abduction of prospective brides by prospective grooms. The merariq tradition serves as an identity marker for the Sasak community, particularly for the Sade residents. If a man wishes to marry a Muslim Sasak girl from Sade, he must resort to abducting the prospective bride instead of proposing to her, as per Islamic teachings. Although some Sasak customary communities outside Sade no longer practice merariq, the Sade community adheres to this customary law to safeguard the Sasak customary identity. Preserving culture and heritage across diverse communities is an essential endeavor that requires attention, as it is crucial to safeguard their legacy and ensure its continuity for future generations.36 KS expressed:37

Merariq has been practiced and prevailed in Sade, indeed becoming our identity in the Sasak community. Sade is known for its adherence to customs, so even though many practice the procession of proposing to Muslim girls before marriage outside Sade, we maintain this merariq custom, as I mentioned earlier, as our distinctive feature as the Sasak community.]

The merariq tradition, distinctive to the Sasak community in Sade, serves as a differentiator between the Sasak community in Sade and other ethnic or communal groups. This is affirmed by some original Sasak community members who argue that many Sasak customary traditions have been abandoned by their communities and relegated to mere stories.38 To preserve the distinctiveness of the Sasak community in Sade, the merariq tradition must be upheld, as the Sade community has long been known for its adherence to customary law. They disagree with the practice of khitbah in marriage and prefer to preserve the merariq tradition.39 The merariq tradition demonstrates that prospective grooms display courage, and the act of abducting the prospective bride signifies the groom’s responsibility towards her as a consequence of the abduction event.40

The data above indicates that the Sade community is aware of the khitbah tradition in Islamic teachings, but they choose to prioritize the merariq tradition as a form of

37 KS, Interview with Sasak Customary Figure and Head of Sade Hamlet.
38 I, Interview with Muslim Male of the Sasak Tribe, February 7, 2023.
39 See: D, Interview with Muslim Male of the Sasak Tribe, January 30, 2023; E, Interview with Muslim Male of the Sasak Tribe, February 7, 2023.
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commitment to the customary laws prevailing in Sade. In this context, the identity of the Sade community faces challenges arising from the shifts in contemporary society, introducing values aligned with Islamic principles, such as the practice of *khātbah*. Nevertheless, the Sade community continues to uphold the *merāiq* practice as a dedication to long-standing customary rules. This showcases their aspiration to preserve cultural heritage and principles embedded in the *merāiq* tradition, while reinforcing their collective identity as a community that values traditional values.

Despite the prohibition of *khātbah* practice in the Muslim Sade, in some ethnic groups in Indonesia, these practices are carried out as part of their religious teachings and traditions. Commonly known as “*peningset*” among the Javanese, “*belehan*” in Bojonegoro, East Java, “*neundeun omong*” among the Sundanese, “*merisik*” in the Malay-Riau community, “*marbusip*” among the Batak people, “*maminang*” in the Minangkabau community, and “*mappetuada*” among the Bugis. In practice, the *khātbah* tradition have undergone shifts and acculturation with various traditions in their respective ethnic groups. In some regions, courtship traditions are accompanied by the giving of dowries in the form of money or livestock. These rituals are maintained as communal customs and preserved to this day.

**Forms of Impropriety towards Tradition**

The betrothal prohibition to Sade Muslim girls is considered an effort to adhere to standards of decency in the social ethics of the Sade community. In this context, impropriety refers to behavior contrary to customary practices and ethics prevailing in Sade Hamlet. The betrothal prohibition can be seen as a response to impropriety occurring when the betrothal process is carried out openly. The aim of this customary norm is to uphold morality and ethics in social interactions by limiting betrothal actions, thus preventing impropriety conflicting with local beliefs.

Customary leaders and the Village Secretary, KS and WH, emphasize the importance of adhering to customary rules, deemed non-negotiable. This statement underscores the
crucial role of customary leaders in preserving traditions and cultural values, demonstrating their firm authority in this matter. Violations of established norms can lead to substantial social consequences, such as shame or disgrace within the community. This highlights the use of social norms to regulate behavior and maintain social cohesion in society. The term “impropriety” clearly indicates that actions deviating from social norms are not only morally wrong but also socially insulting. The relationship between culture and social rules is evident in their joint influence on the behavioral norms of society. KS, as the customary figure in Sade, states:

The customs in Sade have become a consensus and must be strictly adhered to. If you don’t want to follow the customs of Leq Sade, do not marry a Muslim girl in Sade. Accepting even one betrothal automatically nullifies this tradition. So, I emphasize once again that this custom is non-negotiable. If forced against it, that is undoubtedly a form of disrespect towards the existing customs in Sade.

In this context, WH, serving as the Secretary of Rembitan Village, provides his perspective by highlighting the consequences of non-compliance with customary rules in Sade. He details that if customary rules are disregarded, the community might lose its connection with its cultural roots, especially in understanding authentic Sasak traditions. WH emphasizes that Sade plays a vital role in maintaining the authentic social order of the Sasak community. The use of the term “kurang ajarn” reflects the view that non-compliance with customary rules is not only seen as a norm violation but also as an inappropriate act. Customary rules, including the betrothal prohibition to Muslim girls, are considered an integral part of the authentic social fabric of the Sasak community. WH reminds that adhering to customary rules is an obligation to preserve the identity and social order that has existed in the Sasak community for a long time. Thus, his statement highlights the importance of maintaining cultural continuity and the social order inherited from ancestors.

Adhering to the customary rule of prohibiting betrothal to Sade Muslim girls in Sade is considered crucial due to its significant social impact, including shame or disgrace within the community. This is based on the statement above highlighting the role of social norms in regulating behavior and maintaining social unity. The term “impropriety” refers to
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44 KS, Interview with Sasak Customary Figure and Head of Sade Hamlet.
45 WH, Interview with Secretary of Rembitan Hamlet.
activities contrary to societal norms and is considered morally reprehensible and socially degrading. The existence of the customary rule prohibiting betrothal to Muslim Sasak girls in Sade Hamlet serves as a standard of behavior and a protector of the ongoing Sasak culture and communal identity.46 Adhering to customary rules is a way to show respect to ancestors and the Sade community.

On the other hand, while Sade Hamlet enforces the betrothal prohibition to Muslim Sasak girls, the practice of betrothal is accepted and carried out by women to men in the Jatisari Community, located in Senosi District, Tuban Regency. This is a deeply rooted tradition encompassing belief systems, values, and norms. This cultural phenomenon has become an integral part of the collective consciousness of the community across generations, guiding the lives of the Jatisari community. The Jatisari group follows a legal culture formed by their collective behavior.47 This difference emphasizes cultural diversity among various cultures and how individuals interpret and respond to societal standards in the framework of daily life. Essentially, these findings illustrate the significant influence of social norms and customary rules in shaping individual identity and behavior, and how these perspectives may differ among other social groups.

**Adherence to Customary Law**

The betrothal prohibition to Sade Muslim girls is not merely a current customary rule but has deep roots as a cultural practice since the ancestors’ times. This practice plays a central role in the lives of the Sasak Sade community, considered an obligation to be followed as a form of respect for their ancestral history. In the context of the betrothal prohibition to Muslim girls in the Sasak Sade community, any violation of this norm sparks social impacts, including feelings of embarrassment within the group. Therefore, the betrothal prohibition not only functions as a practical rule but also serves as a symbol of a long-standing tradition with profound significance in the daily lives of the Sade community.

In his statement, KS, a customary leader and village head in Sade, emphatically states that the betrothal prohibition in Sade has been part of a long-standing tradition. He

---

46 WH, Interview with Secretary of Rembitan Hamlet.
emphasizes that this customary rule is not only a legacy from ancestors but also reflects his responsibility as a guardian or trustee for women in his community. The statement illustrates that customs in Sade are not just social norms but a form of identity and collective responsibility for the sustainability of the original Sasak culture. KS explains that these customs not only create behavioral norms but also act as guardians of the authentic tribal identity, highlighting the importance of preserving traditions and cultural values in the social context of the Sade community.\footnote{KS, Interview with Sasak Customary Figure and Head of Sade Hamlet.}

KS’s statement receives strong support from WH, who serves as the secretary of Rembitan Village. WH asserts that the betrothal prohibition in Sade has become an integral part of long-established rules, and the Sade community is renowned for its adherence to customs. He emphasizes that this adherence is not just rhetoric but has been proven through the Sade community’s compliance with various customary rules, including the betrothal prohibition to girls. WH also describes that compliance with these customary rules is tangible evidence of Sade’s community’s consistent adherence to prevailing norms. He notes that many other customary rules are still enforced in Sade, indicating serious consequences for those who violate these rules. Furthermore, WH mentions that Sade is not only recognized as a symbol of Lombok but also a prominent tourist destination, especially in the Central Lombok region. His statement reflects how compliance with customary rules in Sade not only plays a role in preserving cultural identity but also contributes to the tourism appeal in the region. WH states: \footnote{WH, Interview with Secretary of Rembitan Hamlet.}

The Sade community is also known for its adherence to customs; this adherence is crucial and has been proven by the Sade community through existing customary rules up to the present.

Moreover, we also explored information regarding the enforcement of the customary rule prohibiting betrothal to Muslim girls from the Sade community. From interviews, it was revealed that this rule is still strictly upheld by the local community, with all three informants emphasizing their compliance with this norm. Interestingly, in marriage preparations, they actively convey information about this prohibition to prospective husbands, demonstrating collective awareness and responsibility in preserving the
customary tradition.\textsuperscript{50} These findings depict that the betrothal prohibition is not just a customary formality but has been internalized as an integral part of the social identity of the Sade community, highlighting the crucial role of customary rules in preserving cultural heritage and ethnic identity amid social changes.

This data confirms that the betrothal prohibition is not merely a customary norm but also serves as a social barrier representing the customs and sacred heritage of the Sasak Sade tribe. This prohibition plays a constructive role in efforts to preserve local culture and attracts tourists. In line with the effort to maintain traditions, the village of Kalipait also enforces a prohibition on marriages, \textit{weton geyeng}. The term “geyeng” refers to the meeting of two people with an imbalanced alignment of \textit{weton wajg} and \textit{pahing}, indicating incompatibility. Marriages that occur without considering this alignment tend to be short-lived and at risk of separation. In addition to being a customary norm, the prohibition on marriage, \textit{weton geyeng}, is also implemented as a form of respect for ancestors,\textsuperscript{51} indicating the complexity of cultural values highly regarded by the Sade community.

**Prohibition of \textit{Khiṭbah} and the Dominance of Customary Law**

The betrothal prohibition in Sade, plays a crucial role in creating the unique identity and characteristics of the Sasak tribe.\textsuperscript{52} Despite being Muslims, the Sasak community in Sade is advised by Islamic teachings to engage in \textit{khiṭbah}. However, this recommendation is forbidden in the customary law of the Sasak tribe in Sade. Instead, they are required to participate in the \textit{merariq} tradition, a practice passed down through generations by their ancestors.\textsuperscript{53}

The inclination of the Muslim Sasak community in Sade to preserve the \textit{merariq} tradition rather than \textit{khiṭbah} practice before marriage in Islam indicates that customary law is given more prominence than Islamic law. This preference arises due to sanctions imposed on the Muslim Sasak community in Sade for violating these customary provisions,

\textsuperscript{50} See: Y, Interview with Muslim Female of the Sasak Tribe, January 12, 2023; SA, Interview with Muslim Female of the Sasak Tribe, January 12, 2023; A, Interview with Muslim Female of the Sasak Tribe, January 15, 2023.


\textsuperscript{52} WH, Interview with Secretary of Rembitan Hamlet.

\textsuperscript{53} KS, Interview with Sasak Customary Figure and Head of Sade Hamlet.
while the implementation of *khiṭbah* before marriage in Islamic law is merely a recommendation (*sunnah*). Violating this prohibition results in social penalties, including ostracism from the community as a means of upholding norms. This also has significant consequences, including shame or disgrace within the society.\(^{54}\) The disregard of the Muslim community for Islamic law in this customary marriage practice is attributed to the coexistence of culture and globalization, which has the potential to erode cultural identity.\(^{55}\)

In addition to customary sanctions, the implementation of the *merariq* tradition is an effort by the Sade to preserve the cultural identity of the indigenous community. The betrothal prohibition and the requirement for prospective grooms to kidnap prospective brides are ways to safeguard the distinctive characteristics of the Sasak tribe from the influences of social change and modernization. Those who violate these customary laws are considered by their community to display disrespect for traditions that have become an integral part of their customary society. The oversight conducted by customary leaders is crucial in upholding traditions and customary regulations. The Sade community earnestly strives to uphold the uniqueness and principles they hold dear. To preserve their identity and cultural uniqueness, they adhere to customary regulations, such as the betrothal prohibition to Muslim girls.

The differences in marriage practices between the Sade community and the Praya region highlight the cultural heterogeneity among the Sasak tribes in Lombok. In the Praya region, proposing to women is considered common, indicating diversity in the implementation of traditions among different subgroups within the Sasak community.\(^{56}\) Unlike traditions in several regions in Indonesia, the low popularity of *khiṭbah* in Sudan is explained as a result of the perception that it would delay marriage, and the cancellation of engagements is seen as something to be avoided and feared.\(^{57}\)

### Conclusion

This research underscores the cultural significance of the betrothal prohibition to Muslim women in the Sade Village as a crucial element in the cultural identity of the Sasak

---

\(^{54}\) KS, Interview with Sasak Customary Figure and Head of Sade Hamlet.

\(^{55}\) Jamil et al., “Changes in Islamic Legal Culture in Customary Marriage at Uluan Musi Community.”

\(^{56}\) S, Interview with Sasak Customary Figure in Praya, April 22, 2023.
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community. Despite the majority of the Sade population embracing Islam, this prohibition is upheld as a form of respect for ancestors and an expression of the continuity of traditional practices. The cultural identity of the Sasak tribe in Sade is reflected through the merariq practice, a ritual involving the abduction of prospective brides, becoming a distinctive feature that sets Sade apart from other tribes, demonstrating the dedication of the Sade community in preserving their cultural heritage.

Research findings also indicate that the Sade community places high value on adherence to customary law as an effort to preserve their cultural identity. The betrothal prohibition serves as tangible evidence of compliance with marriage norms among the Sasak tribe, playing a preventive role in maintaining cultural attributes, such as merariq. The importance of adhering to these established norms extends beyond safeguarding their tribal identity to maintaining social cohesion in the face of societal changes and modernization. Despite the presence of Islamic rules, such as khiṭbah, as options, the Sade community chooses to uphold the merariq practice as a commitment to customary law. This research explains the complex domination of custom over religion, and modernity. Despite the challenges posed by globalization and the spread of universal Islamic values, the Sade community remains steadfast in preserving their local customs, which have become an integral part of their identity as members of the Sasak tribe in the Sade Village.
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